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ABSTRACT
While the transfer equations for moisture and heat in building components are currently
undergoing standardisation, atmospheric boundary conditions, conservative modelling
and numerical efficiency are currently not addressed. In a first part, this paper adds a
comprehensive description of those boundary conditions, emphasising wind-driven rain
and vapour exchange, the main moisture removal and supply mechanism respectively.
In the second part the numerical implementation is tackled, with specific attention to the
monotony of the spatial discretisation, and to the mass and energy conservation of the
temporal discretisation. Both issues are illustrated with exemplary hygrothermal simulations. Numerical efficiency is treated in two follow-up papers.
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NOMENCLATURE
c
specific heat (J/kgK)

pc

capillary pressure (Pa)

cf

cloudiness factor (-)

pv

vapour pressure (Pa)

CR

precipitation heat exchange (W/m²)

R

precipitation on surface (kg/m²s)

E

vapour exchange (kg/m²s)

Rh

horizontal rain (kg/m²s)

F

view factor (-)

Rwdr

wind-driven rain (kg/m²s)

g

flow (kg/m²s or W/m²)

S

radiative heat exchange (W/m²)

H

convective heat exchange (W/m²)

T

temperature (K)

h

surface transfer coefficient (kg/m²sPa t
or W/m²K)
permeability (s) for pc gradients
U

K
1

time (s)
reference wind speed (m/s)
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Lv

heat of vaporisation (J/kg)

Vloc

Local wind speed (m/s)

LE

vapour transfer heat exchange
(W/m²)

w

total moisture content (kg/m³)

Greek symbols
α

wind-driven rain coefficient (s/m)

κ

solar absorption coefficient (-)

β

slope of building component (°)



thermal conductivity (W/mK)



normalised thermal  derivative (K-1)



surface tension (N/m)

v

permeability (s) for pv gradients



density (kg/m³)

ε

long-wave emissivity of surface (-)



Boltzmann constant (W/m²K4)

θ

wind direction (° from North)



orientation (° from North)

sub- & superscripts
a/c

advective/conductive

gro/sky

ground/sky

m/h

moisture/heat

dir/dif

direct/diffuse

i/e

internal/external

off

runoff

s

surface value

sat

saturation value

o//v

solids/liquid/vapour

T

transpose

1. INTRODUCTION
Until recently, the vapour-diffusion based Glaser method counted as the standard calculation tool [1] for evaluating the hygrothermal behaviour of building components, but
its restrictions – stationary, no liquid transfer, no air transfer, … – render it only rarely
reliably applicable. Presently, the application of numerical simulation models for moisture and heat transfer in building components is becoming increasingly common. Hygrothermal simulations of building components have been applied for evaluation of: the
hygric and thermal performances of building components [2-4]; the risk of algae formation and mould growth on exterior and interior surfaces [5,6]; the effect of rain buffering
on the occurrence and intensity of runoff on brick facades [7]; the effect of interior moisture buffering on the interior relative humidity [8], … .
The numerical simulation of moisture and heat transfer inside building components is
currently undergoing standardisation [9], which includes a recently developed quality
assessment methodology [10]. Both are restricted however to the equations for moisture and heat transfer inside permeable building components: neither comprehensively
describe the atmospheric boundary conditions, nor do they go deeply into the accuracy
and efficiency of the numerical modelling. These topics are however crucial to obtain a
comprehensive, accurate and efficient hygrothermal simulation model for building components under atmospheric excitation:
1. The hygrothermal boundary conditions due to atmospheric excitation form the
driving forces for moisture and heat transfer inside building components. The
dependability of hygrothermal evaluations of building components can not be
guaranteed without a complete and accurate description of these atmospheric
phenomena. Notwithstanding, incomplete or simplified formulations are given
in [9],[10].
2. The standard temporal discretisation of the commonly used capillary-pressure-based moisture transfer equation may lead to serious mass conservation
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errors, due to the strong variation of the moisture capacity with capillary pressure. A conservative temporal discretisation can be developed by using the
mixed form of the moisture transfer equation. Nevertheless, conservative modelling is not taken up in [9,10].
3. The numerical efficiency of a simulation model determines the computational
cost of hygrothermal evaluations of building components. More efficient solution algorithms will allow performing faster, more, larger, longer or more precise simulations, boosting the application potential of hygrothermal simulations
of building components. Nonetheless, numerical efficiency is not addressed
in [9,10].
This paper comprehensively presents a mass and energy conservative model for the
simulation of moisture and heat transfer in building components under atmospheric excitation, and hence contributes two important subjects: atmospherical boundary conditions, and mass and energy conservative modelling. Potential measures enhancing the
numerical efficiency of the hygrothermal simulation model are described in [11,12].
After concisely reiterating the transfer equations, the first section of this article concentrates on the formulation of the atmospheric boundary conditions, the driving forces for
the moisture and heat transfer inside building components. This section will mainly go
into the modelling of wind-driven rain and vapour exchange, respectively the key moisture supply and removal mechanism for permeable building components [13]. The second section of this paper concerns the numerical modelling of transfer equations and
boundary conditions, with specific attention to the monotony of the spatial discretisation, and the mass and energy conservative formulation of the temporal discretisation.
2. HEAT AND MOISTURE TRANSFER INSIDE BUILDING COMPONENTS
The majority of building materials can be considered as open porous media – showing
a broad range of pore radii, ranging from 10-9 to 10-2 m – containing a mixture of water,
vapour and air in the pores. All constituents interact but due to the complex pore structure involved, an accurate description on the microscopic level remains rather difficult.
Some authors did nevertheless take this level as a starting point for the description of
moisture and heat transfer in porous media [14,15]: an averaging approach then yields
the macroscopic description. Other authors [16-18] used a phenomological approach,
starting directly from the macroscopic point of view. Both approaches yield macroscopic equations for moisture and heat transfer in porous media. The averaging technique
does however give more insight in the required assumptions. The phenomenological
description has prevailed however, and several models describing moisture and heat
transfer in building components have been developed on this basis [19], some of which
are now commercially available (Match, WUFI, Delphin, …) [20-22].
It is generally preferred to assume the moisture transfer driven by gradients in capillary
pressure [9], as this quantity forms a true potential. The capillary pressure pc is defined
as the pressure difference between the liquid and the gaseous phase:
pc  pl  pv a
(1)
and is hence negative for unsaturated conditions. The absolute value of equation (1) is
sometimes used for the definition of capillary pressure [9,10]. To maintain the association with physical reality – pore water is under tension – and the equivalence with heat
transfer – flow transpires contrary to gradients of the driving potential –, such absolute
value is not favourable.
The derivation of the moisture and heat transfer equations in porous building materials
can be found in [9,10,19-22], and is not repeated. Under the usual assumptions that:
 no air transfer occurs;
 no liquid transfer due to thermal gradients occurs;
 the effect of gravity is negligible;
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 radiative transfer does not occur;
 moisture storage is independent of temperature;
 the gaseous phase does not contribute markedly to moisture nor heat storage;
 the temperatures remain well below the boiling temperature of water;
the resulting transfer equations are [9,10]:
w pc
pc t

 c 00  c  w 
gm,

  T  gm,  gm,v 

(2)

T 
w  pc
  cT
 T  gh,c  gh,a 

t 
pc  t
  K  p c

(3)
(4)

δ v pv
δ p
pc  v v2 L v  pc  T  1 T
RT
RT



gm,v 



gh,c 

 λ T

gh,a 

 c  T  g   c v T  L v  gv



(5)
(6)

(7)
All symbols concerning transfer equations and boundary conditions are clarified in the
nomenclature section at the start of this paper.
3. ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR MOISTURE AND HEAT TRANSFER
3.1 General formulations
Whereas the atmospheric boundary conditions form the driving forces for the moisture
and heat transfer inside building components, most authors [9,10,19-22] remain incomplete on this topic. A dependable model for simulation of moisture and heat transfer in
building components under atmospheric excitation can though not go without a complete and accurate implementation of the hygrothermal boundary conditions.
The moisture balance at an external surface is made up by precipitation R and vapour
exchange Ee, while the respective heat balance comprises convective He and radiative
Se heat exchange, sensible heat transfer due to precipitation CR and latent and sensible heat transfer due to vapour exchange LEe:
gm,es  R  Ee   n
(8)
gh,es  He  Se  CR  LEe   n

(9)
where n is a unit vector perpendicular to the component’s surface. The moisture and
heat balances at internal surfaces can be described with:
gm,is  Ei   n
(10)
gh,is  Hi  LEi   n

(11)
Note that the external surface heat balance explicitly includes radiative heat exchange.
At the interior surface, both convective and radiative heat exchange are assumed integrated in a global surface transfer coefficient. Boundary flow terms are assumed positive when increasing the mass or energy content of the simulated component.
Precipitation arriving at a building component’s surface is made up by horizontal rain Rh
and wind-driven rain Rwdr. Horizontal rain is rain through a horizontal plane, wind-driven
– or driving – rain is rain that is given a horizontal velocity component by the wind. For
general application for all potential slopes of building components, the wind-driven rain
is defined as the wind-induced deviation from the standard wind-free catchment of horizontal rain. This implies that wind-driven rain amounts may be negative: a windward
edge of a flat roof, for example, may under windy conditions get less rain than the horizontal rain amount:
R  Rh cos     R wdr
(12)
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Horizontal rain data are obtained from climate files. Wind-driven rain data are however
generally not available in such files, and are calculated from horizontal rain, wind speed
and wind direction by use of the wind-driven rain coefficient.
In building physics, vapour exchange between surfaces and the atmosphere is generally described by means of a surface vapour transfer coefficient hm,e:

 pc,es
Ee  hm,e  pv,e  p v,es   hm,e  pv,e  p v,sat  Tes  exp 

 R v Tes



 


(13)

In equation (13), the surface vapour pressure pv,es is calculated from the surface capillary pressure with Kelvin’s law. The outside vapour pressure is determined from outside air temperature and relative humidity, both obtained from climate files.
As precipitation and vapour exchange form respectively the major moisture supply and
removal mechanisms respectively for permeable building components [13], a more exhaustive description on the wind-driven rain and surface vapour transfer coefficients is
presented in the next paragraph.
Similarly, convective heat exchange between surfaces and the atmosphere is generally
described by use of a surface heat transfer coefficient hh,e:
He  hh,e (Te  Tes )
(14)
The radiative heat exchange is composed of the absorbed short-wave radiation and the
long-wave radiation exchange between surface, atmosphere and ground:









4
4
4
4 
Se    Sdir  Sdif    Fgro Tgro
 Tes
 Fsky Tsky
 Tes



(15)

The direct and diffuse radiation are obtained from climate files. A solar path calculator
[23] is used to project the direct radiation on the building component’s surface. Ground
surface temperature is taken equal to the air temperature, based on [24,25]. Different
models exist for the calculation of sky temperatures: a comparison in [24] indicated that
the deviations are not that large. The model presented in this paper applies:
Tsky  Te   23.8  0.2025  Te  273.15   1  0.87cf 
(16)
A model relating the cloudiness cf to the short-wave radiation was presented by Kasten
and Czeplak [26], but was shown to give erroneous results in [24]. The cloudiness factors are thus adopted from solar radiation measurements [27], which though only allow
deriving a year-averaged value.
The sensible heat transfer due to precipitation is calculated as:
CR  c  TeR
(17)
Accepting the rain temperature equal to the air temperature is debatable: [24] did demonstrate though that the inclusion of CP in the surface heat balance had practically no
effect on surface temperature.
The latent and sensible heat transfer due to vapour exchange can be described with:
LEe  (cv Tes  L v )Ee
(18)
The equilibrium in the moisture and heat balances (8-9) does only hold however for unsaturated external surface conditions. During severe precipitation, the moisture supply
to the surface may be larger than the possible absorption by the material. At such moments, the surface moisture content reaches its saturation value, and the excess rainfall drains as runoff over the external surface. During such runoff periods, equation (8)
is no longer valid, and instead a fixed capillary pressure is to be imposed (9), which also changes the heat balance (20):
pc,es  0 Pa
(19)
gh,es  He  Se  CR  CRoff  LEe
CR  CRoff  c  ρ TeR  c  ρ TesRoff

(20)

Currently, as in other hygrothermal models, the model presented in this paper assumes
runoff to disappear from the system, and not to form a moisture load for locations lower
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on the building component’s surface. A first effort to the combined modelling of capillary sorption and surface flow is documented in [7].
3.2 Modelling of wind-driven rain
Wind-driven rain loads on building components are highly variable in space and time.
This is due to the variability of the main influencing parameters: building geometry, environment topography, position on the building, wind speed, wind direction, horizontal
rainfall and raindrop-size distribution. Three categories of methods exist for the quantification of wind-driven rain loads: measurements, semi-empirical formulae and numerical simulation methods based on CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics). A review on
each of these methods was recently provided by Blocken and Carmeliet [28]. The methodology that is suggested in this paper is based on the combination of the numerical
simulation model for wind-driven rain [29], and the additional insight and simplifications
recently provided by Janssen et al. [13].
Wind-driven rain can be calculated with the wind-driven rain relationship:
R wdr  α(Rh ,U,  ) RhU
(21)
where  is the wind-driven rain coefficient. Because of the very simple form of (21), the
entire complexity of the interaction between wind, rain and building has to be integrated
in this coefficient. Resultantly, this coefficient is a complicated function of Rh, U and (), and CFD is employed to determine this function. A three-step approach is used:
1. Steady-state wind-flow pattern
The steady-state wind-flow pattern around the building is calculated with CFD.
The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved with the control volume method and closure is obtained by the use of the realizable k- turbulence
model. The result of the calculation procedure is the velocity-vector field around
the building.
2. Raindrop trajectories
Raindrop trajectories are obtained by injecting raindrops of different sizes in the
calculated velocity-vector field and by solving their equations of motion. Drops
are injected from a horizontal plane, located in the upstream-undisturbed windflow pattern high above the ground, to allow them to reach their terminal fall velocity (vertical) and wind velocity (horizontal) before entering the flow pattern disturbed by the presence of the building.
3. Specific and integrated catch ratio, and wind-driven rain coefficient
Comparing the horizontal raindrop density (injection density) with the density of
the wind-driven rain drops arriving at the building facade results in values for the
specific catch ratio Rwdr(d)/Rh(d), for each raindrop diameter d. The integrated
catch ratio Rwdr/Rh is obtained by integration of the specific catch ratio’s over the
raindrop spectrum. Finally, the wind-driven rain coefficient  is acquired by division with the reference wind speed.
For more details, the reader is referred to [29]. The results of this procedure are winddriven rain coefficients for a given building geometry and environment topology, for all
positions on the building facades and for different values of wind speed, wind direction
and horizontal rainfall intensity. As an example, Figure 1 shows two wind-driven rain
coefficient charts, illustrating  as a function of wind speed and horizontal rainfall intensity, for two positions on the windward facade – with the wind perpendicular to the façade – of a cubic 10x10x10 m³ building, located on a grass-covered plain without other
nearby obstacles [30].
The resulting wind-driven rain coefficient  is generally a pronounced function of Rh, U
and (-). For the purpose of hygrothermal simulations of building components though,
Janssen et al. [13] verified that, in most cases, the dependence of  on wind direction
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can be reliably simplified by projecting the wind-velocity vector on the facade’s normal,
yielding a simplified wind-driven rain relationship:
R wdr  α (Rh ,U.cos(-)) RhU.cos(-)  α (Rh ,U',) RhU'
(22)
where  is the coefficient for a wind direction perpendicular to the facade and U’ is the
projection of U on the normal to the facade. On the other hand though, the same study
also indicated that the dependence of  on U’ and Rh cannot be neglected for reliable
hygrothermal simulations, stressing the importance of CFD-based wind-driven rain coefficients for this purpose.
3.3 Calculation of convective surface transfer coefficients
The surface moisture and heat transfer coefficients govern the convective exchange of
vapour and heat between the atmosphere and a component’s outer surface (equations
(13,14)). Reliable calculation of these is however cumbersome, as comprehensive models are still lacking.
Moisture and heat transfer at external surfaces are dominated by the forced convection
due to wind, and thus depend strongly on the local air velocity. While the latter relation
has occasionally been measured in wind tunnels [31,32], the relation between the reference wind speed and the local air velocity is still lacking. Like for wind-driven rain, this
could be quantified by numerical CFD simulations. Building geometry, environment topography, position on building, wind speed and direction will likewise become important
influencing parameters. At present such CFD-based relations are not available though.
The surface transfer coefficients furthermore depend on the pore structure, and on the
roughness of the external building material [31,32]. Worch [31] furthermore stated that
the moisture transfer coefficients depend on the moisture content at the surface. Presently none of these influences has been integrated in models yet.
Due to the lack of reliable and validated models, one has to refer to empirical data for
the heat transfer coefficient and to analogies for the moisture transfer coefficient. The
heat transfer coefficient can be obtained from large-scale measurements of convective
heat transfer at building components’ surfaces [19,33-36], which relate a ‘building-part
averaged’ surface heat transfer coefficient to the reference wind speed. Figure 2 illustrates the various relations between the wind speed and surface heat transfer coefficient [33-36]. The expression leading to the most central result [35] is retained:
hh,e  1.7Vloc  5.1
(23)
Vloc  1.8U  0.2 (windward)

Vloc  0.4U  1.7 (leeward)

where Vloc is the local air velocity.
For the surface moisture transfer coefficients on the other hand, empirical data are limited [37]. It is therefore commonly preferred to derive them from their thermal counterparts, based on the ‘Lewis analogy’ [19], which assumes the thermal and hygric boundary layers to be similarly shaped and sized. In that case, the surface moisture transfer coefficient can be assumed proportional to the surface heat transfer coefficient:
hm,e  7.7 10 9 hh,e
(24)
The existence of such proportionality between hh,e and hm,e is supported by the data of
Schwarz [37].
Variation of the surface transfer coefficients with building geometry, environment topography, location on the building, structure of material and surface is hence not accounted for in the proposed methodology. Janssen et al. [13] demonstrated though that the
surface transfer coefficients significantly affect the moisture transfer in permeable building components: for reliable simulations, accurate hourly values are required. It is obvious that the accepted methodology needs refining, and further research on this matter
is strongly encouraged.
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3.4 Climate data
Meteorological data are generally gathered as arithmetically averaged values over 10minute intervals, and are then processed to average values over longer time intervals.
The use of hourly averaged climate data, instead of original 10-minute data, in simulations of vapour transfer in building components, was analysed by Geving [38]: no substantial deviations were observed. A just as comprehensive analysis of liquid transfer
is still lacking. Blocken and Carmeliet [39] state that 10-minute rain intensity and wind
speed data are most appropriate for accurate estimations of the wind-driven rain loads,
and indicate that the commonly arithmetically averaged hourly Rh and U values tend to
lead to underestimations. Instead Rh-weighted hourly averages of Rh and U should be
used. For moisture and heat transfer simulations, it was confirmed that such weighted
averages generally yield equally accurate predictions of longer-term variations of moisture transfer [39]. For shorter-term phenomena like runoff and water penetration however, reliable predictions can only be made with short-term climate data.
The availability of climate files on a 10-minute basis or on an hourly basis including Rhweighted Rh and U averages is however almost none. Currently ongoing work focuses
on the establishment of hourly databases containing weighted-averaged wind and rain
data [39], and further efforts in this direction are encouraged. For the meantime though,
traditional arithmetically hourly averaged climate values have to be assumed satisfactory.
4. CONSERVATIVE NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The strongly non-linear transfer equations (2-7) and boundary conditions (8-24), describing the transfers of heat and moisture in building components under atmospheric excitation, defy analytical solution and hence require numerical solution. In the presented
model, the finite-element method is favoured for the spatial discretisation, in combination with an implicit finite-difference scheme for the temporal discretisation. In this development, specific attention is paid to the effect of the spatial discretisation on the monotony of the solution, to the influence of the temporal discretisation on mass and energy
conservation and to the linearisation technique. Whereas of major importance to attain
an accurate – and efficient – hygrothermal simulation model, these topics are not tackled in [9,10,19-22].
4.1 Spatial and temporal discretisation
The transfer equations (2-7) can be represented as:
pc
 c mh
t
T
 c hm
t

c mm
c hh

T
  T  k mmpc  k mhT   0
t
pc
  T  k hhT  k hm pc   0
t

(25)
(26)

Spatial discretisation. The Galerkin weighted-residual finite-element method, instead
of finite-difference or control-volume methods, is favoured for the spatial discretisation
of equations (25-26). The finite-element technique explicitly assumes a variation of the
independent variables over the calculation domain, which is considered numerically superior. Moreover, surface values of the capillary pressure and temperature are required for the evaluation of the boundary conditions. These are only directly available for
the finite-element method, while necessitating additional approximation in the finite-difference and control-volume methods. The following elaboration is limited to the moisture transfer equation. The weak Galerkin formulation and Green-Gauss theorem convert (25) into:
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 Mc

mm





pc

T
 Mc mh
 T M  k mm pc  k mh T  d
t
t


 Mn

T

(27)

kmmpc  kmhT  d  0



where  is the spatial domain under consideration, M a weight function and n is a unit
vector perpendicular to the boundary  of the calculation domain. For practical applicability, the calculation domain  is subdivided into a number of small elements e. Within each element, the unknown pc(x,y,z) and T(x,y,z) are approximated with shape functions between the nodal values:
pc  Npce

(28)
T  NT
(29)
e
e
where N contains the shape functions and pc and T contain the nodal values of the
capillary pressure and temperature. By choosing the weight functions M equal to the
shape functions N, the resulting set of equations for each element can be rewritten in
matrix form as:
e

e
pce
e T
e
e
pce  Kmh
T e  Fme
 Cmh
 Kmm
t
t

e
Cmm

e
Cmm,ij


c

mmNiN j d

k

T

(30)
e
Cmh,ij


e
e
K mm,ij


mm 

NiNj d

e
e
Fm,i


 Ng

i m,n d



c

mhNN
i j d

(30.1)

e
e
K mh,ij


k

mh 

T

NiNj d

(30.2)

e

(30.3)

e

where Cexx are the element capacity matrices, Kexx the element permeability matrices,
Fex the element external load vector and gx,n is the external load, normal to the boundary. At this point, boundary conditions (7-24) can be inserted. While finite-difference
and control-volume discretisations assign one storage capacity to a zone surrounding a
node, and require an assumption on the average permeability between neighbouring
nodes [40], the finite-element method yields an unambiguous treatment of the capacity
and permeability terms (30.1-2). The integrals (30.1-3) are calculated numerically, applying Gauss-Legendre numerical integration formulae. Assemblage of the equations
over the complete calculation domain yields (for moisture and heat transfer equation):
Cmm
Chh

pc
T
 Cmh
 K mm pc  K mh T  Fm
t
t

p
T
 Chm c  K hh T  K hm pc  Fh
t
t

(31)
(32)

where Cxx are the global capacity matrices, Kxx the global permeability matrices and Fxx
the global external load vectors. The system of equations (31-32) can generally be represented as:
C

U
 KU  F
t

(33)

where U represents the unknown nodal values for one or both of the independent variables, and C, K and F are composed from the different Cxx, Kxx and Fx.
Temporal discretisation. To transform the system of differential equations (34) into
algebraic equations, an appropriate temporal discretisation needs to be applied. The
so called θ-family of finite-difference schemes is a commonly used method:
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t
t t 

U
U

Ut t  Ut  1   
 t
t
t



(34)

where θ is a parameter limited to [0,1], and t and t are the current time and time step
(s) respectively. The conditionally stable explicit scheme – θ equal to 0 – is not preferable, as it results in slow simulations: the necessarily small spatial discretisation to describe sharp moisture fronts in free water uptake experiments severely limits the time
step size. The unconditionally stable Crank-Nicholson and implicit algorithms – θ equal
to 0.5 and 1 respectively – on the other hand do not impose such limits: the larger time
steps will easily compensate the required iterative solution of the non-linear equations
and matrix inversions. The stable Crank-Nicholson can though not avoid oscillatory solutions [41]. Patankar [41] moreover reasons that the implicit algorithm is closer to reality. Van Genuchten [42] furthermore states that the implicit solution is more efficient,
except when very strict accuracy limits are enforced. An implicit algorithm is moreover
desirable when the storage terms are (near) zero and equation (33) becomes an elliptic
equation [43]. The example section at the end of the paper will confirm that such fully
implicit temporal discretisation does not introduce any significant deviations. Inserting
equation (34) in (33) converts the differential equations to algebraic equations:

C

t t



 tK t t U t t  F t t t  C t t U t

(35)

4.2 Monotony considerations
Several authors [43]-[46] indicate that the spatial discretisation of the moisture transfer
equation with the finite-element method may lead to non-smooth, oscillatory solutions,
particularly when simulating free water uptake into dry porous materials. The resulting
over- and undershoots at the toe of the moisture fronts become more serious for lower
initial moisture contents and for larger grid spacings. These oscillations are generally
attributed to the mass distribution in the capacity matrices (30.1), characteristic to the
finite-element method. Finite-difference or control-volume discretisations on the other
hand, leading to diagonal – or lumped – capacity matrices, do not demonstrate such
non-monotone behaviour [46]. Pan et al. [47] showed that the finite-element method
may lead to negative “neighbouring node responses” – resulting in an unphysical decrease in moisture content as response to a positive inflow – when the moisture content increase in the neighbouring nodes is very large, such as at a sharp wetting front.
The common measure to eliminate the unphysical oscillations is mass lumping. Neumann [43] proposed to replace the matrices (30.1) by their lumped variants:
e
Cmm,ij
 ij

c



e

mmNi d

(36)

where δij is the Kronecker delta. (36) is equivalent to shifting the off-diagonal elements
in (30.1) onto the diagonal. Several authors have reported to obtain non-oscillatory results with (36) , but all applied mass lumping combined only with linear shape functions
[43-46]. When implemented lumping indeed removed the oscillations, but only if linear
elements were used. With higher-order shape functions, the over- and undershoot remained. This observation indicates that equation (36) may not be generally applicable,
which was also stated by Reddy and Gartling [48]. Given this lack of general validity, it
is therefore decided not to apply mass lumping.
Oscillations at the toe of the moisture front mostly occur when simulating free water uptake experiments with rough spatial and temporal discretisations. In the example section closing this paper, it will be shown that their influence on the results is minimal. Simulations under atmospheric excitation, on the other hand, will only very rarely develop
the conditions necessary for such sharp moisture fronts, and will thus not be considerably affected by maintaining the consistent, mass distributed capacity matrices (30.1).
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4.3 Mass and energy conservative modelling
For reasons of clarity, the development of a conservative transfer equation will first be
restricted to isothermal liquid water transfer. The introduced principles are afterwards
extended to the coupled transfer of moisture and heat.
Isothermal liquid transfer. As mentioned before, moisture transfer is rather described
based on capillary pressure, as this quantity forms a true potential for moisture transfer:
w pc
  T  K  pc   0
pc t

(37)

Several authors report unacceptably large mass conservation errors though, independent of the spatial discretisation method [44-46]. Equation (38) on the other hand, based
on the moisture content as flow potential, is unconditionally mass conserving:
w
  T  D  w   0
t

(38)

where D is the moisture diffusivity (m²/s).
These mass conservation errors must arise from the non-linear nature of equation (37):
the storage coefficient ∂w/∂pc depends strongly on the capillary pressure pc (Figure 3).
Its time-discrete evaluation – be it at t, t+t, t+t/2 – can never be entirely representative for the storage process over the complete time interval from t to t+t, as ∂w/∂pc varies continuously with the evolution from pct to pct+t. Celia et al. [46] therefore introduced
the mixed form. With a finite-difference temporal discretisation this becomes:
w
w t t  w t
  T  K  p c  
  T  K  pc   0
t
t

(39)

An iterative solution procedure is needed for the non-linear equation (39), in which the
value of w after iteration m+1 in the t to t+t time step (wt+t,m+1) can be estimated with a
truncated Taylor series:
w
pc

t  Δt,m

p

t  Δt,m 1
c

 



 pct  Δt,m  w t  Δt,m  w t  T  K  pc  t  0

A

(40)

B

An equivalent form of the original pc-based moisture transfer equation (37) is:
w
pc

t  Δt,m

p

t  Δt,m 1
c



 pct   T  K  pc  t  0

(41)

C

The mass storage in the mixed (40) and pc-based (41) moisture transfer equations is
illustrated in Figure 3. This comparison reveals the mass conserving properties of the
mixed formulation. When convergence is near, pct+t,m+1 and pct+t,m are almost equal,
and the exact value of the capacity term ∂w/∂pc is no longer important: the storage of
moisture is defined by w t+t,m- w t, leading to a mass-conserving mixed equation (40).
This is not the case though for the pc-based equation (41), where ∂w/∂pc completely
determines the storage of mass and leads to faulty estimates.
Coupled moisture and heat transfer. The principles put forward originally for isothermal liquid water transfer [46] can be easily extended to the coupled transfer of moisture
and heat, yielding a mass and energy conservative scheme [24]:

C

t t,m



 t K t t,m U t t,m 1  t F t t,m  Ct t,m U t t,m  (S t t,m  S t )
Sem,i 

 wN d
i



e

Seh,i 

 T c 

0 0

(42)

 c  w  N i d

e

The application of the conservative formulation (42) does not require more computatio-
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nal effort. Its relevance is illustrated in the example section concluding this paper. As
is evident from the description above, the mass and energy conservative modelling is
independent of the spatial discretisation method and can thus be generally applied. It
has though not been implemented in any of the currently available hygrothermal simulation models [9,10,19-22].
4.4 Linearisation techniques
The resulting system of equations is non-linear as the capacity, permeability and load
matrices all depend on the unknown capillary pressures and temperatures, and has
thus to be iteratively linearised to allow solution.
Picard iterative scheme. The Picard iterative scheme (42) applies substitution: C, K
and F are calculated with capillary pressures and temperatures from the previous iteration and an iterative loop is continued till convergence. The Picard scheme is straightforward but rather inefficient: primarily for the non-linear boundary conditions governed
by transfer coefficients (the vapour exchange (13) is by far the best example), convergence is poor, and long calculation times arise. Poor convergence on flux-type boundary conditions originates from the dependence of F on the unknown U. Changes of U
lead to unpredictable changes of F, making convergence difficult.
Newton-Raphson iterative scheme. This flaw is solved by application of the NewtonRaphson iterative scheme. Essentially, the system of non-linear equations (42) can be
represented as:
R(U t t )  0

(43)
of which the root Ut+t has to be determined. The Newton-Raphson scheme states that:
U t t,m 1  U t t,m  ΔU t t,m 1  

R(U t t,m )
R t t,m
(U
)
U

(44)

Elaborating this for equation (43), the resulting equation to be solved is:
 t t,m
K t t,m t t,m
F t t,m
U
 t K t t,m  t
 t
 C
U
U



t t,m 1

 U


(45)

t F t t,m  t K t t,m U t t,m  (S t t,m  S t )

As can be seen in equation (45), the Newton-Raphson iterative scheme inserts “predictive information” on the changes of F – and of the material properties – with U in the left
hand side coefficient matrix, seriously improving the convergence rate. The needed derivatives can all be calculated analytically. The efficiency of the scheme is illustrated in
[12]. It is noteworthy that the Newton-Raphson elaboration of the conservative formulation yields a “slimmer” equation than that resulting from the original (35): among others, equation (45) does not contain derivatives of capacity matrices, implicitly enhancing the model’s efficiency.
4.5 Dynamic time stepping
At the start of a rain shower very small time steps are desirable to allow accurate simulation of the absorption of precipitation by the external layer of the component. At other
moments, larger time steps are preferable to reduce calculation time. For that reason a
dynamic-time-step algorithm is developed. The size of the next time step is determined
from the previous time step and the number of iterations performed during that step:
m

t i 1  t i min  max , 2 
2m



(46)

where ti and ti+1 are the current and next time step (s) respectively, m the number of
iterations needed to attain convergence in time step ti, and mmax is the maximum number of iterations allowed in one time step. The growth of the time step is not completely
free: time step increases are limited to a factor 2, as the lack of such an upper limit re-
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sults in frequent divergence of the numerical solution. The maximal time step is determined by the desired output frequency and the required transitions of the climate data
values. When the iteration does not converge within mmax iterations, the time step is
halved and the iteration loop restarted.
5. EXAMPLES
The hygrothermal model is applied for two cases common in building physics: free water uptake by a building material, and atmospheric excitation of a building component.
The negligible influence of oscillatory solutions – over- and undershoot at the toe of the
moisture fronts – is illustrated for the free water uptake, the relevance of mass and energy conservative modelling on the other hand is illustrated for the atmospheric excitation. For all simulations, mass and energy conservative equations (42) are used with
consistent capacity matrices (30.1-2), except where indicated. All simulations use ceramic brick as exemplary building material. Hygric properties are depicted in Figure 4,
the thermal properties are: c0.ρ0 = 840·2005 J/m³K; λ = 0.5 + 0.0045·w W/mK [10]. As
exemplary climate data, Design Reference Year data for Essen (Germany) are applied
[22], containing values for the air temperature, direct and diffuse solar radiation, relative
humidity, wind speed, wind direction and horizontal rain.
5.1 Free water uptake by ceramic brick
Free water uptake measurements are commonly carried out to determine the capillary
moisture content and the capillary moisture absorption coefficient of building materials,
two quantities required primarily in the determination of material properties. For such
measurement, the underside of a beam-shaped sample is brought in contact with water, and the moisture accumulation in the sample is monitored. One-dimensional moisture transport is ensured by vapour tightening the vertical sides of the sample, and limiting the evaporation at the top of the sample. Theoretically the moisture accumulation
should progress linearly with square root of time, and this proportionality is defined the
capillary absorption coefficient Acap. This first example shows free water uptake by a 9
cm high ceramic brick sample. The initial and boundary conditions are:
t  0 s : x  [0;0.09] m
pc  108 Pa
(47)
t  0s:

x0m

pc  0 Pa

x  0.09 m

g m  0 kg / m²s

(48)

Simulations are continued for 4500 s, with alphanumeric output every 100 s.
A first simulation employs a very fine 241-noded discretisation for the 9 cm sample: the
resulting moisture content profiles and the accumulation of moisture are shown in Figure 5(a-b). The resultant Acap is 0.1411 kg/m²s0.5. As consistent capacity matrices are
used (30.1), very small oscillations at the toe of the moisture fronts cannot be avoided.
Far larger oscillatory behaviour at the moisture fronts’ toe is obtained when a rough discretisation of 27 nodes [11] is used, as illustrated in Figure 5(c). As these oscillations
mainly occur in the very dry range of the moisture retention curve, they do not yield any
visible oscillations in the moisture content profiles in Figure 5(d). Application of lumped
capacity matrices on the other hand yields non-oscillatory solutions. Figure 5 also indicates that the coarse discretisation results in a slight smearing of the capillary pressure
and moisture content profiles, as was also noted in [46]. The resulting Acap remain very
close to the original value though: 0.1409 kg/m²s0.5and 0.1410 kg/m²s0.5 for the consistent and the lumped simulation respectively. The effect of maintaining mass distributed
consistent capacity matrices (30.1) can thus be judged negligible.
5.2 Atmospheric loading of ceramic brick outer leaf
A second example illustrates the hygrothermal response of a 9 cm ceramic brick outer
leaf of a cavity wall, exposed to the Essen climate. Only the outer leaf of the facade is
simulated: the following insulation layer constitutes a hygric and thermal break, render-
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ing the hygric and thermal capacity of the inner leaf negligible for this simulation. Insulation and inner leaf are modelled with surface transfer coefficients of 10-10 s/m and 0.7
W/m²K, considering a nearly vapour tight, insulated structure. Orientation of the facade
is South-West, close to the SW-W primary Essen wind-driven rain direction, and winddriven rain coefficients for the top corner of the small cubic building are applied.
The initial conditions remain (47), the boundary conditions are atmospheric excitation
(7-24). The simulations are continued for 70 days, with an alphanumerical output every
hour. Only the first 70 days of the year are used here, as the related climate conditions
yield a complete build-up from dryness to saturation and back down again. Figure 6(a)
depicts the resulting variation of the average and external surface moisture content.
To illustrate the relevance of mass and energy conservative modelling, and the negligible effect of the fully implicit temporal discretisation, the simulation is repeated with maximal time steps of 0.36, 36 and 3600 s, and with non-conservative transfer equations.
The results, limited to the average moisture contents in the brick outer leaf, are shown
in Figure 6(b). Both 0.36 s simulations, conservative and not, yield similar results, indicating the equivalency of (35) and (42) for short time steps: the variation of pc and thus
∂w/∂pc during a short time step is practically nihil, making any conservative corrections
redundant. The deviations between the 36 s and 3600 s conservative and non-conservative simulations express the need for conservative modelling however: while the conservative 36 s and 3600 s results do not show any digression from the 0.36 s result, the
non-conservative 36 s and 3600 s simulations reveal serious deviations, growing larger
with larger time steps.
The agreement between the three conservative simulations also demonstrates the negligible effect of the fully implicit temporal discretisation: while all material properties and
boundary conditions are calculated based on the final capillary pressures and temperatures (35) – instead of the initial (explicit) or intermediate values (Crank-Nicholson) –,
this does not significantly affect the simulation results: the 3600 s results do not deviate
from the reference 0.36 s results.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper comprehensively presented a numerical model for simulations of moisture
and heat transfer in building components under atmospheric excitation. A first section
of the paper introduced transfer equations and atmospheric boundary conditions, with
an emphasis on wind-driven rain and vapour exchange, respectively the key moisture
supply and removal mechanism for permeable building components [13]. Whereas a
comprehensive calculation method – incorporating the influence of building geometry,
environment topography, position on the building, wind speed, wind direction, horizontal rainfall and raindrop-size distribution – exists for the wind-driven rain coefficients α,
this is not so for the surface transfer coefficients. Only a few of the influencing factors
are integrated in the currently proposed methodology. Refinement is required, and
further research on this matter is strongly encouraged.
A second section presented the numerical modelling of transfer equations and boundary conditions, with an accent on mass and energy conservative modelling. It was verified that the common temporal discretisation of non-linear equations may yield conservation errors, which can be solved by starting from the mixed transfer equation form.
Since this conservative modelling was developed independently of the spatial discretisation method, it can be generally applied, in finite-element, finite-difference and control-volume methods. It was moreover indicated that mass lumping, a commonly applied technique to avoid oscillations at the toe of moisture fronts in finite elements, may
not be generally valid. After verifying that the effect of such oscillations is limited it was
decided to maintain the original consistent formulations for the capacity matrices.
This paper contributes two important matters to the currently ongoing standardisation
of the numerical simulation of moisture transfer in building components [9] and its re-
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lated quality assessment methodology [10]: the atmospherical boundary conditions,
and the mass and energy conservative modelling. The efficient numerical solution of
the resulting system of equations, while already introduced in this paper, is further elaborated in [11,12].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Wind-driven rain coefficients α (Rh,U’) (Rh and Rwdr in kg/m²h) for the left top
corner (a), centre (b), of a cubic (10x10x10 m³) building’s facade.
Figure 2: comparison of different relations between average surface heat transfer coefficient and reference wind speed (full curves: windward side, dashed curves: leeward
side).
Figure 3: illustration of moisture storage for the mixed (40) and pc-based (41) isothermal moisture transfer equation.
Figure 4: moisture retention curve (a), liquid and vapour permeability (b), for ceramic
brick at 293.15 K.
Figure 5: moisture content profiles at 500, 1500, 2500, 3500, 4500 s (a), moisture accumulation over time (b), capillary pressure profiles at 1500 s (c), moisture content profiles at 1500 s (d), during free water uptake by 9 cm ceramic brick.
Figure 6: average and external surface moisture contents from a conservative simulation (a), average moisture contents from conservative and non-conservative simulations
with maximal time steps of 0.36, 36 and 3600 s (b), for 70-day atmospheric excitation
of 9 cm ceramic brick outer leaf.
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